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PORTAL GOAL:  Provide a central case management portal for HPCs to 
track and resolve open cases with Abode

Two-way engagement keeps communication centralized

CASES:  Cases are projects that require action on behalf of the HPC

Return visits

Billing adjustments

Customer follow up

INSPECTIONS:  Inspections are read-only records with details regarding 
Abode inspections and details regarding Return Visits
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❏ Select specific Cases by selecting the “Case Number”
❏ Sort cases by “Status” or “Date/Time Opened”



❏ Ask questions, share 
comments, and 
upload documents 
and photos here.  
This is a searchable 
feed that all users 
can access.

❏ Direct link to Drive 
folder on record.



❏ Once Status is set to 
“Ready For 
Approval”, Abode 
will be notified to 
review the Case.

❏ “Contractor 
Completion Notes” 
are required to 
update the Status.

❏ The Description will summarize the 
details of what needs to be 
addressed as part of the Case.  If the 
Case is part of an inspection return, 
you may need to reference the 
inspection report in Salesforce for 
more details.



❏ View associated Cases
❏ View Inspection Details (only applicable fields will be completed)



QA PROCESS SUMMARY: 

1. Abode completes an inspection and creates the EPlus Inspection Record

2. Abode creates Case and assigns to the HPC (if return visit and/or billing adjustment is 
needed)

3. HPC reviews Case details and takes required follow-up action(s)
a. Additional details can be accessed from the EPlus Inspection record if needed

4. HPC provides documentation of actions taken in the Case feed

5. HPC re-statuses Case as “Ready for Approval” and provides notes on actions taken
a. Cases needing Abode assistance can be escalated via “Contractor Escalation” field

6. Abode reviews documentation of action taken and closes out the Case, or reassigns Case 
to the HPC for additional follow-up. 


